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Spectral Theory for 3-particle quantum systems
with Constsnt Magnetic Fields
(HIROKAZU IWASHITA)
1. Introduction. $B\in R^{3}$ 3
.
$H= \sum_{j=1}^{3}\frac{1}{2m_{j}}(-i\nabla_{\tau_{j}}-\frac{e_{i}}{2}B\cross r_{j})^{2}+\sum_{1\leq i<j\leq 3}V_{ij}(r;-r_{j})$
$=:H_{0}+V(r)$
, $m_{j}>0,$ $r_{j}\in R^{3},$ $e_{j}\in R$ , $i$ ,
, . , $B=(0,0, B),$ $B>0$ .
, , , :
(Q) $e_{1}+e_{2}+e_{3}=0$
$H$ (Section 2).
, Avron-Herbst-Simon [AHS] , , 2
. , . total pseudo-
momentum $k\in R^{3}$ $H(k)$ $H$ reduced center-of-mass Hamil-
tonian . $H(k)$ Mourre estimate
. ,
. , ,











, $r=(r\perp, z)=(\sim, y, z)$ .
(A.I1) (i) $V_{12}(r)$ , : $|z|arrow\infty$ ,
$|V_{12}(r)|+|z\partial_{z}V_{12}(r)|+|\partial_{x,y}V_{12}(r)|=o(1)$,
$|(z\partial_{z})^{2}V_{12}(r)|+|\partial_{x,y}(z\partial_{z})V_{12}(r)|+|\partial^{2}ae,yV_{12}(r)|=O(1)$ .





Theorem 1.1. (Q.1) (A.I) , (Q.2) (A.II)
. $H(k)$ conjugate operator $A(k)$ ,
threshold points T Mourre estimate : $\forall\lambda\in R\backslash \mathcal{T}$ ,
$\exists$ an open interval $\Delta\subset R\backslash \mathcal{T},$ $\Delta\ni\lambda,$ $\exists C>0,$ $\exists$ a compact operator $K(k)$
such that
(1.1) $E_{\Delta}(H(k))[H(k), A(k)]E_{\Delta}(H(k))\geq CE_{\Delta}(H(k))+K(k)$ .
112
, $E_{\Delta}(H(k))$ $H(k)$ .
nonthreshold eigenvalues $s$
. , $\mathcal{T}$ (Q.1) $k\perp$ .
, Derezi\’{n}ski [D] ,
(Q.1) short-range potentials
.




$\{(1,2), 3\}$ , innercluster subsystem intercluster system
. , intercluster









. , (Q.2) systems
. total Hamiltonian








$X=\{r=(r_{1}, r_{2}, r_{3})\in R^{3\cross 3}|R=0\}$
. $X$ $z$ $Z$ , $x,$ $y$
$X\perp$ . 2-cluster $a=\{(i, j), \ell\},$ $i<j$ $X$
$r=(r^{a}, r_{a})\in X^{a}\oplus X_{a}$
$r^{a}=r_{i}-r_{j}$ , $r_{a}=r_{l}- \frac{m_{i}r_{i}+m_{j’j}}{m_{i}+m_{j}}$ ,
. $Z^{a}=X^{a}\cap Z,$ $Z_{a}=X_{a}\cap Z$ . , $p^{a}=-i\nabla,\circ$ ,
$q_{a}=-i\nabla_{\tau_{a}}$ . $\mu^{a},$ $\nu_{a}$ reduced mass :
$\mu^{a}=\frac{m_{i}m_{j}}{m;+m_{i}}$
$\nu_{a}=\frac{m_{l}(m_{i}+m_{j})}{M}$
\mbox{\boldmath $\rho$} : $\rho=e_{1}r_{!}+e_{2}r_{2}+e_{3}r_{3},$ $e^{a}\tau_{a}$) reduced charge :
$e^{a}= \mu^{a}(\frac{e_{i}}{m_{i}}-\frac{e_{j}}{m_{j}})$ , $\tau_{a}=\nu_{a}(\frac{e_{l}}{m_{l}}-\frac{ei+e_{j}}{m_{i}+m_{j}})$ .
, (Q) $\rho=e^{a}r^{a}+\tau_{a}r_{a},$ $\tau_{a}=e_{l}$ .
$k\in R^{3}$ pseudo-momentum: $k=-i \nabla_{R}+\frac{1}{2}B\cross\rho$ $\mathcal{H}=L^{2}(R^{3\cross 3})$
direct integral :
$\mathcal{H}=\int_{R^{3}}^{\oplus}dk\mathcal{H}_{k}$ , $\mathcal{H}_{k}\cong L^{2}(X)$ .
$\mathcal{H}_{k}$ reduced center-of-mass Ham tonian $H(k)$ ,
-H$(k)=H_{0}(k)+V(r)$ . , (Q.1) ,
$H_{0}(k)= \frac{1}{2\mu^{a}}[p^{a}-\frac{m_{j}^{2}e.\cdot+m_{i}^{2}e_{j}}{2(m_{i}+m_{j})^{2}}B\cross\prime r^{a}+\frac{m_{l}}{2M}e^{a}B\cross r_{a}]^{2}$
$+ \frac{1}{2\nu_{a}}[q_{a}-\frac{(m_{i}+m_{j}-m_{1})e_{l}}{2M}B\cross r_{a}+\frac{m_{l}}{2M}e^{a}B\cross r^{a}]^{2}$
$+ \frac{1}{2M}[k-B\cross\rho]^{2}$
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. , (Q.2) , $a=\{(1,2), 3\}$ ,
$H_{0}(k)= \frac{1}{2\mu^{a}}[p^{a}-\frac{m_{2}-m_{1}}{2(m_{1}+m_{2})}B\cross\rho]^{2}$
$+ \frac{1}{2\nu_{a}}[q_{a}+\frac{m_{3}}{M}B\cross\rho]^{2}+\frac{1}{2M}[k-B\cross\rho]^{2}$
. , $\rho=e^{a}r^{a}$ . 2-cluster
decomposition $c$ ,
. , $\rho=$
$e^{c}r^{c}+\tau_{c}r_{c},$ $\tau_{c}\neq 0$ .
3. Mourre estimates. , $Froes\triangleright Herbst[FH]$
(cf. Mourre [M]) . $r\in X$ $r=(r\perp, z),$ $r\perp=(r_{\perp}^{a}, r_{a\downarrow}),$ $z=(z^{a}, z_{a})$
.
3.1. (Q.1) . conjugate operator $A(k)=A$
$A= \frac{1}{2}(z\cdot\nabla_{z}+\nabla_{z}\cdot z)$
. .
Proposition 3.1.1. $\rho\perp=e^{a}r_{\perp}^{a}+e_{3}r_{a\perp}$ ,
$|\rho_{\perp}|^{2}(H(k)+1)^{-1}$
bounded .
, $X$ 1 , $H(k)$
Mourre estimate(l.l) $H_{a}(k)=H_{0}(k)+V_{a}(r^{a})$ $H_{0}(k)$
. $H_{0}(k)$
$H_{0}(k)= \frac{1}{2}\Delta_{z}+H_{0}(k)_{\perp}+\frac{1}{2M}k_{z}^{2}$ on $L^{2}(X\perp\cross Z)$
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. , $H_{0}(k)\perp+V_{a}(r^{a})$ $H_{0}(0)\perp+V_{a}(r^{a})$ unitarily




$=\mathcal{T}_{0}$ $:= \{\sum_{j=1}^{3}\frac{|e_{i}|B}{2m_{j}}(2n_{j}+1)|n_{j}=0,1,2^{\backslash },\ldots,$ $j=1,2,3\}$
$H_{a}(k)$ Mourre estimate . . .
$tw\sim cluster$ $a$






Theorem 3.1.3. $\forall\lambda\in R^{1},$ $\forall\epsilon>0,$ $\exists$ an open interval $\Delta\ni\lambda$ such
that Mourre estimate :
$E_{\Delta}(h_{0})[h_{0}, A^{a}]E_{\Delta}(h_{0})\geq 2(d_{0}(\lambda)-\epsilon)E_{\Delta}(h_{0})$ .
, Propsosition 3.1.1 ,
Lemma 3.1.4. $V_{a}$ $[V_{a}, A^{a}]$ $h_{0}$ -compact.
. Theorem 3.1.3, Lemma 3.1.4 .
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Theorem 3.1.5. (1) $\forall\lambda\in R,$ $\forall\epsilon>0,$ $\exists$ an open interval $\Delta\ni\lambda$ , a
compact operator $K$ such that
$E_{\Delta}(h^{a})[h^{a}, A^{a}]E_{\Delta}(h^{a})\geq 2(d_{0}(\lambda)-e)E_{\Delta}(h^{a})+K$ .






, [FH] , .
Theorem 3.1.6. $\forall\lambda\in R,$ $\forall\epsilon>0,$ $\exists$ an open interval $\Delta\ni\lambda$ such
that
$E_{\Delta}(H_{a}(k))[H_{a}(k), A]E_{\Delta}(H_{a}(k))\geq 2(d(\lambda)-\epsilon)E_{\Delta}(H_{a}(K))$ .
3.2. (Q.2) . , two-cluster $a$ $a\neq$
$\{(1,2), 3\}$ , 3.1 , $V_{a}$ $h_{0}-com$
-pact , $a=\{(1,2), 3\}$
. $a$ $a=\{(1,2), 3\}$ , conjugate operator
$A(k)$ : $A(k)=A_{z}+A(k)_{\perp}$ . ,
$A_{z}= \frac{1}{2}(z\cdot\nabla_{z}+\nabla\cdot z)$ on $L^{2}(Z)$ ,




, $\beta=k\cross B/|B|^{2}$ . ,
$[H_{0}(k), A(k)]=- \Delta_{z}+\frac{1}{m_{3}}(q_{a\perp}+\frac{m_{3}}{M}k_{\perp})^{2}$ ,
$[V_{a}, A(k)]=-iz^{a}p_{z}^{a}V_{a}-ip^{a}V_{a} \cdot\frac{1}{e_{1}}\frac{\prime B}{|B|^{2}}\cross(q_{a}+\frac{m_{3}}{M}k)$




$G_{0}(k_{z})=h_{0}(k_{z})\otimes Id+Id\otimes t_{a}$ on $L^{2}(X^{a})\otimes L^{2}(X_{a})$ ,
,
$h_{0}(k_{z})= \frac{1}{2\mu^{a}}[p^{a}-\frac{m_{2}-m_{1}}{2(m_{1}+m_{2})}e_{1}B\cross r^{a}]^{2}$





$V_{a}(r^{a};k_{\perp}, \eta_{\perp})=V_{a}(r^{a}+\frac{1}{e_{1}}(\beta+\gamma))$ , $\gamma=\eta\cross B/|B|^{2}$
. conjugate operatorA(k)
$A_{0}=A_{z}^{a}+ \frac{i}{2}(r_{a}\cdot q_{a}+q_{a}\cdot r_{a})$ , $A_{z}^{a}= \frac{i}{2}(z^{a}p_{z}^{a}+p_{z}^{a}z^{a})$
. $\mathcal{H}_{k}$ direct integral
$\mathcal{H}_{k}=\int_{R^{3}}^{\oplus}d\eta \mathcal{H}_{k\eta}$
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. $G_{a}(k)=G_{0}(k_{z})+V_{a}(k\perp, q_{a\perp})$ . Hk\eta
$[G_{a}(k), A_{0}]( \eta)=\frac{1}{\mu^{a}}(p_{z}^{a})^{2}-z^{a}ip_{z}^{a}V_{a}(r^{a}; k, \eta)$
(32.1)
$- \frac{1}{e_{1}}\frac{B}{|B|^{2}}\cross\eta\cdot ip^{a}V_{a}(r^{a} ; k, \eta)+\frac{1}{\nu_{a}}\eta_{z}^{2}+\frac{1}{m_{3}}\eta_{\perp}^{2}$
. , $h^{a}=h^{a}(k, \eta\perp)=h_{0}(k_{z})+V_{a}(k\perp, \eta\perp)$ on $\mathcal{H}_{k\eta}$ $A_{z}^{a}$
conjugate operator Mourre estimate .
$\sigma_{p}(h^{a})$
$\eta\perp$ . , , (3.1.1)
$d(\lambda)$ (3.2.1) $G_{a}(k)$ Mourre estimate
.
, $h^{a}(k, \eta_{\perp})$ $\eta_{1}$ resolvent
, Mourre estimate . , $|\eta_{\perp}|^{2}$
, $\sigma_{p}(h^{a}(k, \eta_{1}))$ $\sigma_{p}(h^{a}(k, 0_{\perp}))$
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